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Series 1923 One Dollar Bills
By Frank A. Nowak

With all the interest in block letter collecting in the
small or current size notes, it is only natural that collector
interest has developed in the same field in the large size
notes. This article delineates the basic information
which the author has either observed or had reported
to him for the most frequently encountered design, the
series 1923 one dollar bills.

The series 1923 one dollar hills have three signature
combinations in the silver certificate issues and one in
the legal tender issues. Notes bearing the signature of
Harley V. Speelman as Register of the Treasury and
Frank White as Treasurer are the most common in the
silver certificates and represent the only signature com-
bination known in the legal tender issue of 1923. The
other two signature combinations in the silver certificates
both have Walter 0. Woods as Register of the Treasury
but differ in that one has Frank White as Treasurer
while the other has H. T. Tate as Treasurer.

Considering first the legal tender issue, Table I pre-
sents the data pertinent to the block letter enthusiast.
The data should by no means be considered complete
but it will be noted that the highest observed serial is
close to the total number issued as given by Bureau of
Engraving and Printing records.' It is thus doubtful
that any other block letter combination exists. The re-
verse design on both the legal tender and silver certificate
issues appears identical, in fact. judging from the ob-
served back plate numbers, the same back plate numbers
could be found on both types. The legal tender notes
were issued concurrently with the earlier silvers, which
accounts for the fact that the highest observed back plate
number on the legal tender issue is 1635, while the high-
est observed back plate number on the silvers is 5431.

TABLE I

SERIES 1923 ONE DOLLAR LEGAL TENDER

Signatures: Harley V. Speelman, Register of the Treasury
Frank White, Treasurer of the United States

Total Quantity Issued (BEP records 1): 81,872,000.
Observed Block Letter Combinations: AB, *D
Highest Observed Serial: A81780860B
Highest Observed Star Serial: *26962D
Highest Observed Face Plate Number: 345
Highest Observed Back Plate Number: 1635

Tables II, III, and IV present data similar to that of
Table I for the three signature combinations found in the
one dollar silver certificate issues of 1923.

TABLE II

SERIES 1923 ONE DOLLAR SILVER CERTIFICATES

Signatures: Harley V. Speelman, Register of the Treasury
Frank White, Treasurer of the United States

Observed Block Letter Combinations: AB, DB, EB, HB,
KB, MB, NB, RB, TB, VB, XB, YB, ZB, AD, BD,
ED, HD, KD, MD, ND, RD, TD, VD, XD, YD,
ZD, AE, BE,
*D

Highest Observed Serial: B75646392E
Highest Observed Star Serial: *22108523D
Highest Observed Face Plate Number: 8303

TABLE III

SERIES 1923 ONE DOLLAR SILVER CERTIFICATES

Signatures: Walter 0. Woods, Register of the Treasury
Frank White, Treasurer of the United States

Observed Block Letter Combinations: VD, XD, YD, ZD,
AE, BE, *D

Observed Serials; Low: V78216282D High: B79989812E
Observed Star Serials; Low: '20781972D High:

*23149654D
Highest Observed Face Plate Number: 763

TABLE IV

SERIES 1923 ONE DOLLAR SILVER CERTIFICATES

Signatures: Walter 0. Woods, Register of the Treasury
H. T. Tate, Treasurer of the United States

Observed Block Letter Combinations: ZD, AE, BE *D
Observed Serials; Low: Z61029653D High: B78920624E
Observed Star Serial: *23041467D
Highest Observed Face Plate Number: 16

From a brief examination of Tables II, III, and IV.
it is immediately apparent that not all of the possible
alphabetical combinations of prefix and suffix letter were
used. First, the series starts with suffix B. as did the
legal tender issue of 1923. Second. the use of the letter
C as a suffix has not been reported nor has the use of
this letter been observed as a prefix I. Similar state-
ments can be made with regard to other letters of the
alphabet. Third, combinations with identical prefix and
suffix letter have not been observed in this series.

An explanation can he supplied, based on observed
data, for some of the missing block letter combinations.
The use of the letter A as a suffix appears to have been
allocated to the $1 1899 silver certificates. Similarly,
in the legal tender issues, suffix .A was also allocated to
the preceding series. Combinations with identical pre-
fix and suffix letter can be found in the 1899 silvers,
which probably accounts for their absence in the 1923
issues. The reason why the letters C, F, G. I, J, L, 0,
P. Q, S. U, and W were not used is known only to the
BEP unless their rejection was prompted by a fear of
confusing these letters with other alphabetical or numeri-
cal characters. It is interesting that the block letter
combination UU is known in the 1899 silvers, although
the use of the letter U has not been otherwise observed in
either the 1899 or 1923 silver certificates.

Star serials in the series 1923 silvers are known only
with suffix D. Suffix B star serials were used in the
preceding series. Also, star notes in the 1923 legals are
with suffix D, while the preceding series of legals had
suffix B star serials. Star serials with suffix A have not
been observed, probably because at the time of introduc-
tion of star serials or replacement notes suffix A was be-
ing used with the regular block letter combinations.
Thus a decision may have been made within the BEP to
use a different suffix with star notes. If this was the
case then, obviously this ruling did not apply by the
time of the issuance of the 1923 series since both regular
and star notes can be found with suffix D in the silver
certificates.
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All of the block letter combinations within the silver
certificate issue bearing the signatures of Speelman and
White appear to be of approximately equal profuseness
with perhaps the exception of the last couple of combina-
tions and the star serial. The last half dozen of regular
combinations should be scarcer than the preceding com-
binations because a portion of the latter combinations
was, as can be seen from Tables II , III. and IV. devoted
to one or both of the other two signature combinations.
However this does not appear to be the case (except
with perhaps combination BE I, probably because these
were the last large size notes printed and thus were the
most likely to have been saved. The combination BE
is somewhat difficult to locate and star serials bearing
the Speelman-White signatures presently realize about
three times that of a regular combination.

Only seven block letter combinations are known with
the Woods-White signatures. The block letter combina-
tion VD is elusive, as is the star note which realizes
three to four times that of a regular combination with
the same signatures. Four block letter combinations
can be found with the Woods-Tate signatures. Since
this set of signatures is relatively scarce compared to
the other two, only a few of these notes have been ob-
served by the author, and it is difficult to ascertain
whether any of the three regular combinations are scarcer
than the others. Only one star serial has been reported
with the Woods-Tate signatures and that in circulated
condition; i.e., they are rare.

Various change-over pairs are known between notes
having the Speelman-White signatures and those with
the Woods-White signatures. Included in the famous
Grinnell sale were several such change-over pairs includ-
ing two lots, each of which contained three consecutive
cut sheets of four with the central sheet hearing one set
of signatures while the outside sheets had a different
set.2 However, the author has not heard of any change-
over pairs involving star serials or the Woods-Tate sig-
natures.

The number of unusual and/or fancy serial numbers
available to the collector in this series is almost unlimited.
Serial number 100000000 was issued, at least in some
cases, as such a note was offered in the aforementioned
Grinnell sale.' No notes are known with the first digit
of the serial being zero.

The Bureau of Engraving and Printing gives the total
number of notes of the $1 1923 silvers issued as
2,659,996,000. No breakdown has been found for the
various signature combinations. However, working from
the data in Tables II, III. and IV, there are two possible
methods of estimating the relative amounts of each sig-
nature combination issued. Both methods require cer-
tain assumptions. and those assumptions are not without
inherent error.

The first method utilizes the known block letter com-
binations and assumes that in those cases where more
than one signature combination exists within the block,
there is an equal proportion of each signature combina-
tion. Accepting the BEP number of 2,659,996,000 notes
issued, Table V, column A, presents the relative quan-

Six consecutive $1 1923 silver certificates
with the first three bearing the signatures
of Woods and White, while the last three
have the signatures of Speehnan and
-White. From the collection of James N.

Gates.

Cities of each signature combination. The second method,
which the author believes to be superior, utilizes the
highest observed face plate number for each signature
combination. The sum of the present highest known
face plate numbers is 18303 + 763 + 16) 9082. The
quantity of each signature combination issued is then
computed by dividing the highest known face plate num-
ber of each signature combination by the sum of the highs
and multiplying by the BEP figure of 2,659,996,000.
The results are presented in Table V, column B. Col-
umns A and B of Table V are, percentage-wise, reason-
ably close with the exception of the figures for the
Woods-Tate signatures. Column A indicates the Woods-
Tate signatures to be less than three times as scarce as
the Woods-White signatures—a hit unrealistic in light
of the observed relative frequency of these notes on the
numismatic market. Hence the figures in column B of
Table V appear more realistic.

TABLE V

SERIES 1923 ONE DOLLAR SILVER CERTIFICATES
ESTIMATION OF QUANTITIES ISSUED

FOR THE VARIOUS SIGNATURE COMBINATIONS

Signature Combination 	 Quantity Issued
	Method A	 Method B

Speelman-White 	 2,327,496,500
	

2,431,837,347
Woods-White 	 237,499,643

	
223,472,467

Woods-Tate 	 94,999,857
	

4,686,186

The data presented in the tables should by no means
he considered complete. 	 They represent only the
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author's present limit of investigation in the area. Any
comments or revisions would be greatly appreciated as
would similar information on the Si 1899 silvers and
$1 1917 legals.
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Grading Paper Money
By Hoyt S. Haddock

Every paper money collector and dealer should work
for a uniform currency grading system. To this end,
I applaud "The Grading Game" articles by Guy A. Cruse.
Let us keep this uniform grading system for paper money
drive alive until we have one.

Our grading system must be simple (easy for everyone
to understand(. Personally, I would favor following the
same categories as used in coin grading. I would favor
this system only because it is well-known arid could lead
to uniform use and description. In other words. I be-
lieve we should use these specific designations:

CU crisp uncirculated 	 AU almost uncirculated
EF extremely fine 	 VF very fine
F fine	 VG very good
G good

Variances in the grades should not, in my opinion. be
designated by use of decimals or percentages. This
introduces an additional criteria for misinterpretation.
Instead we should describe variance from the grade as
reliable dealers or collectors of coins do. Since any CU
coin or bill is always a gem. no knowledgeable person
would designate a new bill as a gem. Examples of vari-
ances which could occur to a CU bill are many and could
be: badly centered obverse or reverse; light strike I print-
ing noticeably light) ; or any other change from an
otherwise perfectly printed note that would not place it
in the error class.

The AU note should be one with a very light crease.
teller's thumb crease, or slightest wear on any corner or
edge of note. The other categories would be defined
and described in the fashion of the above examples.

Since we all will have certain ideas for grading. you
don't really need or want my specific criteria. What you
do want is a system which you and I will understand and
interpret alike. Since we want such a system, and it is
needed, perhaps society officials could appoint a GRAD-
ING COMMITTEE and charge it with the responsibility
of setting up this system for us? Each of us who care

could then give this GRADING COMMITTEE the benefit
of our ideas. This could result in a system which would
best serve us all.

So while we extend our appreciation to Guy A. Cruse.
let us not lose the important message he has so ably
given us. Let us develop a grading system for currency
collectors.

British Philatelic Firms Plunge
Into Paper Money Business

The major overhaul of British currency caused by the
adoption of the decimal system has sparked great public
interest in the paper money used in Britain. That factor,
plus growing numismatic interest in the paper branch
of the hobby, seems to be the reason for the invasion of
the numismatic field by some of the biggest in names
in British philately.

Heading the list is the century-old Stanley Gibbons
firm of stamp dealers and catalog publishers. Gibbons.
the first philatelic firm to sell stock to the public, formed
a subsidiary company. Stanley Gibbons Currency Ltd.
in October 1970. Capitalized at five thousand pounds
in one pound shares, it is directed by A. L. Michael,
Managing Director of the parent group; Colin Narbeth.
former editor of Stamp Weekly and the International
Bank Note Society magazine; and David Whatley. Chief
Accountant.

Showrooms of the new company are at Romano House.
399 Strand, the location of the Gibbons specialist and
rare stamps department. The first publication is a
paperback catalog authored by Mr. Narbeth. Entitled
Collect British Banknotes and priced at 25 np., it is
similar in format to Collect British Stamps, which has
sold over a half million copies. Released at the same
time was a special album for use by adherents to what
Gibbons calls "Notaphily" (a word contrived from Latin
and Greek meaning "love of notes").

Just before these developments were announced, 20%
of Gibbons' stock was acquired by the Crown Agents for
Overseas Governments and Administrations. The Crown
Agents are well known in philately for their work in pro-
curing and selling stamp issues for British nations over
the past century. Their Stamp Bulletin will be changed
in 1971 to the Stamp-Coin-Currency Notes-Medallions
Bulletin, signifying the broadened scope of their opera-
tions.

While philately moves closer to numismatics in the
Gibbons-Crown Agents deals, numismatics is moving into
the stamp world. The old-line coin firm of Spink & Son
has initiated a new issue service and plans to offer other
issues of the past 40 years. eventually stocking all stamps,
classic to contemporary. In recent years the firm has
promoted new coin issues from Commonwealth and other
nations. With the new philatelic department, it may well
do similar stamp promotions in the manner of several
American philatelic firms.
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